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Gov. Gtr1son

leildsahand

Scholarship
changes to
new source
by Mandy Jackson

Co-NEWS EDITOR
disagreements, but one of them is to
build a seamless system that allows a
A scholarship named for a
variety of different choices, different
Minnesota civil, human and labor
options for parents and children,"
- rights activist is now being
Carlson said. "We have spent decades
administered by the Minnesota State
measuring inputs. Now let's measure
University Student Association.
what's coming out of the system."
The Nellie Stone Johnson
. by.Ryan. Voz
The $600,000 grant to the St. Cloud
Scholarship Program was created ·in
EDITOR
community is designed to help begin
J.989 by the fonner Minnesota State
partnerships
between
education
research,
Universities as part of its cultural
In an attempt to reduce illiteracy and
diversity initiatives.
develop our children for the next century, teachers-in-training and students in the
~lassroom to help
The
scholarship
provides
the st<J;te of Minnesota has invested
improve
assistance to minority students who
additional capital for the future.
educational
attend a Minnesota state university
Gov. Ame Carlson has announced a
performance.
and are the cllild, grandchild or
$2.5 million grant for laboratory schools
Lab school is a
spouse of a labor union member.
benefiting six higher education
term of the past ''Nellie's a very good friend to
.~ institutions- including SCSU.
SCSU would like
students," said Frank Viggiano,
Carlson's official anWo'uiiCement
to call it
executive director of MSUSA. While
came Tuesday at the Talahi Elementary
Leaming
Lah~Johnson was on the Minnesota State
School in St. Cloud. At this press
Connection.
Universities board she fought for
conference, he officially continued a
Lab schools
lower tuition and services for
$600,000 gmnt to the St. Cloud
students.
community whlch will be a partnership ARNE CARLSON were primarily
private schools;
Johnson was a voJunteer on the
between St. Cloud SchOOI District 742
however, this program will be deaJing
board for eight years starting in 1978.
and.S\;.SU.
.
with higher education institui~ atRi
She
was also elected by that board to
Th.is relationship has already begun,
and representatives from bolh sides hope public schools in the St. Cloud area.
Also, the progralTl will focus on
to have a program installed by next fall.
improved reading and lifework skills for
System. She said she lobbied for state
"We are hoping to have a staff
uni versity funding, curriculum and
development established by summer, but students in preschool through third
grade.
olher
relevant issues.
I think from my viewpoint I would prefer
"We looked at some of the needs as a
"I've always been active in
we proceed good sound process so we
district, and we noticed a focus on
politics and labor issues and equality
know what we're going to do," said
reading for those ages," said Gayla
issues for racial minorities and
Joane McKay, the dean of the College of
Holmgren, director of special projects
women," Johnson said. It has always
Education.
for
D1stnct
742
been hard for women and minorities
Other universities awarded with a
Holmgren °and Pamm Mattick
to get ahead, which was part of the
grant were Bemidji State University,
(Minden), the director of research for the
reason for starting the scholarship
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities,
program.
Metropoli1an
State
University, College of Education, headed the grant 'c----cc-~--....wll
proposal. There was a total of 22 people Shane OpatdPHOTO EDITOR
Viggiano explained Johnson was
University of St. Thomas and !he
the
first black person elected to a
involved
in
drafting
the
grant.
Gov.
Arne
Carlson
talks
to
children
Tuesday
at
a
press
University of Minnesota- Duluth.
conference in which he announced the St. Cloud city-wide office in Minnesota in the
"There are several· goals, several
1940s.
She helped found the Fanner
Go
ro
GRAN!,
PAGE
4
•
community
will
receive
$600,000
for
a
lab
school.
objec_tives 41-nd there are obviously
Labo Party and later the DFL Party.
Johnson also worked · for the
Democratic National Convention for
several years.
"Her roots go back to the '30s and
'40s when there were a lot of things
it because that is what the students want.
representation at MSUSA.
by Kristin Albrecht
She said that Bettennan seemed somewhat
'The meetings after the rally were a chance just beginning to happen," Viggiano
CO-NEWS EDITOR
said.
.
responsive to the bill. Another part of Lobby to ask legislature questions," Hanson said. ""It
Johnson said her family was
Students exercised their freedom of speech Day was a rally in the capitol's rotunda. ·
was also a chance for us to hear the concerns of
Feb. 11 as Minnesota State University Student
"I chose not to have our people participate," the community colleges and technical colleges. involved in farmers unions which
were more active in the past.
Association descended onto the halls of the said Christy Ho\lanetz, Student Government That was beneficial."
Her father was on the Board of
capitol for Lobby Day '98.
Also at Lobby Day were representatives
Ht president: "Students from .the
Education
in Dakota County in 1913,
More than 50 students represented the seven
community and technical from the University of Minnesota's Student
Minnesota state universities for Lobby Day '98.
collt!ges were lobbying against Legislative Cqalition,
the
Minnesota and her mother was a teacher, so·she
SCSU had eight representatives attend the day.
the Opatz bill just because they Community College Student Association and has had a long-time interest and
"It was important to get students down there
heard it was bad I thought it the Minnesota Technical College Student background in education.
'The most important issues are
to show support," said Student Government
was beneficial for us not to be Association. More than 200 students
still having the right to work and the
Senator Amy Hanson.
apart of it."
participated in the day.
SCSU set up individual meetings ahead of
She said people were
"We could have accomplished the same right to go to school, especially in
time with state representatives. Each
chanting and cheering, and it thing any day at SCSU that we did at Lobby public education," Johnson said.
university had a chance to lobby
. was a very nonprofessional Day," Hovanetz said. "Basically people didn't
Go TO SCHOLARSHIP, PAGE 6 •
representatives and senators from its district that atmosphere. In the rotunda students were like the way MSUSA looked. It made us look
day.
chanting "Show me the money."
better."
~
- - - -- ''The meetings that were set up were
·'The way it is conducted isn't the most
SCSU is setting up its own lobby days at the
Editor's note
beneficial," Hanson said.
productive," Hanson said.
capitol to address issues to the state l
They spoke with Rep. Hilda Betterman,
Opatz met with the SCSU representatives _representatives. Hovanetz said the first meeting
Umvers1ty Chrontcle has
higher education committee, about the Opatz and talked about the appropriations bill and the of the higher education division is next week
ceased pubhcat1on for winter
bill. The Opatz bill is the nickname for a bill de-coupling of State and Pell Grants.
and representatives are planning to be at the
quarter Pubt1cat1on will
Rep. Joe Opatz represents that is
Regarding the Opatz bill, Hanson said he capitol.
resume on March 12
asking that universities have equal wasn't doing it for himself. She said he supports

St. Cloud community
receives -$600,000
for lab school grant

a
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Students show support at capitol Lobby Day
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CAMJ>us & CoMMUNITY BRIEFS
Community Speakout on race relations
to be held March 4 ,
St. Cloud Mayor Larry Meyer and other
community policymakers want to hear the
voices of the,.community members during a
speak--0ut March 4.
The speak-al.It «rill be hosted at 6;30 p.m.
in the St. Cloud City Council C~ambers_
The speak-out will deal with race relations
and people's experiences In the St. Cloud
area. Anyone wishing to speak can call
the Human Rights Office at St. Cloµd
City Hall or call - 656-4105. Anyone who
cannot be present can send wriuen comments
to:

Paula Engdahl, Human Rights Office, 400
Sec01lfl Sireet South, St. Cloud, MN, 5630/

Three in custody
after Valentine's Day
shooting and chase
St. Cloud Police continue to investigate
the wounding of ~wo people in a vehicle who
were. shot e¥1Y Saturday morning.
Tw9 juvenile males and a third adult male
are in custody as a result of the on-going
investigation.
The adult in custody is James Touy
Becker, 21. Becker was taken into custody at
Tuesday in Waite Park by law enforcement
officers from Steams County Sheriff's

TONIGHT
'Beavis & Butthead Do
America'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "Beavis & Butthead
Do American will also play
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
at the same time and
location.

FRIDAY
Economic Edu.c ation
Winter Institute
8:30 a.lTl. in Atwood
Ballroom (see Campus and
_Community briefs).
,

MONDAY
' Finals week
Final exams will be
administered .Monday
through Thursday,

FEB. 27
Winter ,graduatio'n
10:30 a.m.
Main Gym.

rn

HalE!nbeck

MARCH 4
Community Speak-out
on Race Relations
6:30 p,m. in the St Cloud
City Hall Chambers (see
Campus and Community
briefs),

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chtonicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498,

Inde~

News .................................. 3-6
Career and Money ................ :..7
Commentary/Opinion ........ 9/10
Sports .................................... 11
Diversions .............................. 15
Classifieds ....................... ........ 18

on Thursday at the -St. Cloud Radisson Suite
Hotel. The 36th Annual Economic Education
Winter Institute at SCSU will· be hosted
Friday in the Atwood Ballroom.
This year's theme is "New Views on
Economic Growth." The program will feature
economists from Harvard University and
University of California at Berkeley. .
The day will begin with registration at
8:30 a.m. and SCSU .President Bruce Grube
will give a greeting at 9 a.m. The speakers
will start at 9:10 a.m.
A teacher education workshop titled
. ''Economics at Work" for invit~high school
educators will be at 12:30 p.m.
With the exception of lunches, drinks and
dinner all scheduled prbgrams are free. Call
the
Center for Economic Education at 255The fourth annual Economic Outlook and
Winter Institute banquet will be hos!,00 5 p.m. 2157 for more details.

Economists host
winter program

STATE & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Department, Waite Park Police and St...Cloud
Police.
. Becker fled 'from police after a chase in a
vehicle with four other people in St. James,
Minn. One of the juveniles involved in this
shooting was apprehended in the vehicle
chase. The vehicle was later identified as
stolen from St. Cloud.
Becker has been charged with two counts
of attempted murder and two counts of driveby shooting. He is being held in Steams
County Jail.

parents , reminding them th~ir
child's birthday is approaching and
asking them to pay up.
. The Massachusetts Department
Pres\dent
Clinton
signed of Revenue has sent 1,650 letlers legislation Friday to help recover stamped ''A Birthday Message!" to
assets seized by Nazis in World War parents who are behind in support
rr.
payments, officialsSaid Friday.
The Holocaust Victim Redress
The letters should reach parents .
Act, passed the U.S. House of , in the state who owe $1,000 to

Clinton signs
Holocaust bill

with a circulation problem during a lb., 15-oz. boy by caesarean 5eetion.
Valentine's Day dinner with' his
Cryopreservation, the freezing
wife at a nightclub in Palm Springs. of human embryos, is a relatively
His condition rel)lained critical new technique and most thawed
since his arrival at the hospital and embryos resulting in pregnancy are
he had been breathing with the help nonnally only frozen for a few
· months.
of a respirator.

Long-frozen

~~~::'';~"t~~~~~,'."~"!i1f1~1~; ~~~ '.fx chi~0:,';~;b:;:1.:' : baby boy born

oiganizations to help Holocaust payments.
survivors share up to $25 million. It
provides an additional $5 million
for archive research to l}el'p with
recovery of assets were extorted of'
looted from victims.
Hall
of fame
baseball
broadcaster Hany Caray died at
age 77 WeQnesday at Eisenhower
Memorial Hospital in Califorinia.
He died of cardiac arrest with
In Mass.ichusetts, letters ·are resulting brain damage.
Caray collapsed four days ago
being sent letters to "deadbeat"

Hall of fame
tiroadcaster dies ·

-Birthday appeals
sent to deadbeats

IN IIIsTORY•••
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YEARS AGO...

The sauna in Eastman Hall was
allegedly the site of inappropriate
sexual behavioi-, according to Ron
Seibring, recreational sports '
director, but the extent and
frequency of the behavior is
unclear.
Campus officials say sex and
masturbation occurs there often,
but others say the stori"es are
exaggerated and the sauna. is
mainly a place to pick uJ) people.
Sexual activity occurs in the
· sauna and locker room of Eastman
Hall, according to a custodian w_ho ·
wished to remain anonymous, and
building service foreman, Ron
Mueller,
Both agreed that the issue is not
a problem just because the evidence
points t0 homosexual sex, but that
it's a general health ind cleanliness
problem.
Seibring said inappropriate
sexual behavior in Eastman Hall
hai been a problem for the past four
or five years. About three years 'ago
a window was put between the
sauna and hallway to disturb
privacy and act as a deterrent.

A woman gave birth Monday lo
healthy baby boy after the embryo
was frozen for more than seven
years_, then thawed ~nd implanted in
her womb.
The baby was earlier named the
"oldest newborn in the world" but a
hospital · in Philadelphia said
Monday that two months ago a
baby. was born there from an
embryo also frozen · more than
seven years.
Toe·patient gave birth to an eight
~

Gµin disease
may cause heart
attacks, strokes

Bacteria found..:.in plaque can
cause blood pla"~lets,Jo~clump, up. _
This is the first stage towattl a blood
clot that could cause a heart attack
or stroke,.according to-University of
Minnesota researchers.
Gum disease offers a good route
for these bacteria to get into the
blood and researchers have found
this can.clog arteries.
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Local campus blood donations down
by Mandy Jackson
CCrNEWS EDITOR

Fewer SCSU students are
donating blood than in the past
While blood donations have

increased by about 15 percent over
the past five years for the five-state

area included in the American Red
Cross region based out of
Minneapolis, donations from SCSU
and other college campuses have
decreased, according to Eric Hucke,
assistant director for Donor
Resources De~elopment for the
Red.Cross.
:·
The Red Cross had a
bloodmobile at SCSU in the
Atwood Ballroom Tuesday through
Thursday this week. It was
sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon
frittemity.
The Red Cross does not pay
donors for their blood. However,
blood plasma centers, like
Community Bio-Resources in St.
Cloud, does pay donors for blood
plasma.
"They save lives for very
specialized types of situations,"
Hucke said Of blood plasma
centers. Blood plasma is used in
pharmaceuticaJ products.
Blood is used to save lives
regularly in surgery, emergency
situations and in blood transfusions
by hospitals. Hucke explained
when the Red Cross receives blood
it is separated into red blood cells,
white blood cells, platelets and
plasma. Red blood cells are used by
hospitals.
The Red Cross donates its
plasma
to
pharmaceutical
companies. Since 1970, they have
increasingly separated the blood for
platelets which are used in cancer
treatment.

Lukas Johnson!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior Sarah Gardner was the first person to volunteer at the Red Cross Blood Drive Tuesday in
the Atwood Ballroom. Recent figures indicate donations are down at SCSU,
About I0,000 units or pints of good health. Before giving blood, a
blood are donated through the Red health history is taken, in addition
Cross in St. Cloud every year. to taking a temperature, pulse and a
Donations' to the Red Cross can be small blood sample.
made at area bloodmobiles and
"We take one tenth of your
every Friday at the Area Chapter blood," Hucke said. It has been
office in St. Cloud. There are detennined that someone weighing
usually two bloodmobiles on the less than 110 lbs. might be hurt by
SCSU campus every year.
giving a full pint. However, blood
'The pain (of giving blood) is plasma is taken in proportion to a
highly exaggerated;' Hucke said. , donor's body weight.
Immunization shots are given in the
The Red Cross must make sure
muscle. But, when giving blood, giving blood is a safe thing for the
which takes about six to eight donor to do. Also, there must be no
minutes, only the soft tissue on the health reason that would make a
inside of the ann is pierced. He said donor's blood undesirable.
only a slight pinch is felt.
After donating blood, donors are (
To give blood a person must given a soft drink and a cookie.
weigh .at least I 10 lbs. and be in Hucke said they help replace the

fluid lost from giving blood and
provide sugar energy. Hocke said if
someone has a reaction after giving
blood, it will be within 15 minutes.
The process of giving blood
taJces about an hour. The first time a
blood plasma donor donates, the
process can take up to two and a
half hours because of the physical
done at the first donation, according
to an employee at Community BioResources. After that it takes up to
an hour and a half.
"Blood only lasts for 42 days,
which means we always have to
have it coming in," Hucke said.
There may be enough blood now,
but there may not be any after that
is used or is no longer good.

There have been times when the
Red Cross has had a critical neli<J
for blood. Hucke said when the,
weather has been bad, donations
have been low because people are
unable to make it to bloodmobiles
and blood centers.
Though blood donations have
increased within the general public,
the decrease has been bad at the
college level since blood plasma
centers . have opened. Hucke
estimated that blood donations have
decreased by one third to one half
since the blood plasma center
opened in St. Cloud.
At the University of Wisconsin
at Eau Claire's peak, 1,400
donations were collected in a year.
Now 600 have been collected in a
year, Hucke said.
Community
Bio-Resources
usually has about 200 donations per
day, except Saturdays when their
business hours are shorter.
Tuesdays and Thursdays are busier
days with anywhere between 225
and 250 donations.
Once people donate blood
plasma, they are able to donate
blood within three days. But after
donating blood, both blood and
blood plasma cannot be donated for
56 days. Without having given
blood, blood plasma can be given at
least once a week. Plasma is
replaced faster than red blood cells.
'The Red Cross believes you
should help people out because it's
a good thing to do," Hucke said.
That is why the Red Cross doesn't
pay blood donors. Hucke said also,
not paying donors saves'money and
prevents passing an additional cost
on to the patient.
"We just don't believe in it. It'd
be like people selling their
kidneys."

Visiting professor tells students
how to take control of their lives
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING ED/70R

To a nearly packed rooin, a Universit}' of
Minnesota-Twin Cities professor told people
how to take control of their lilies.
The Latter Diy Saints Student Association
hosted speaker Kent Crookston Tuesday
night as part of a session geared toward time
management.
Crookston holds a doctorate and has been
hired by the Covey Leadership Center of
Minneapolis to teach time management at the
UofM.
Crookston's topic, ''The 10 Natural Laws
of Successful lime and Life Management,"
was presented at 7 p.m. in the North Voyageur
Room of the Atwood Memorial Center.
He explained to the crowd the difference
between time and life management was the
management of one's time and control of
one's life. He outlined the 10 rules as
published by Hiram Smith, author of the
book by the same title as the presentation.
Smith is also the founder of the Franklin
Day Planner, one of the first business
organizers produced for busy people in order
to manage their lives. Stephen Covey is the
author of "Seven Daily Habits for Effective
People," and the Covey Leadership Center
and has set up a management program which
has been used by many people, including
President Bill Clinton. In fact, the program
became so successful, Crookston said Covey
had to begin hiring people to teach the
philosophy.
Crookston said he had read both books

and found they were very similar. He also
Sadie Aamodt, a Technical High School
noted the two recently merged companies and senior, said she found "the seminar useful.
now fonn the Franklin-Covey company.
"I've been going through lifestyle changes
In his presentation, Crookston spoke of and planning for the future," Aamodt said. "I
blueprints for life. He related a story in think this will help me make some of those
which, as a young man, .he worked for a decisions."
cabinet maker and made many mistakes. One
Amy Bartlett, an SCSU graduate student
day his boss called him aside and showed him in rehabilitation counseling, attended the
the blueprints for the object they were seminar with Aamodt. She also found the
working on, and once he understood what he seminar useful.
was making, he made far fewer mistakes.
"I definitely found this useful," she said. "I
Crookston said people need a blueprint in plan to take some of this back to' the
order to understand where they are and how counseling center and use it in my work."
to get to where they are going in life.
But not everyone was entirely happy with
"When you climb the ladder of success, the session.
make sure the ladder is against the right wall,"
"It's not what I expected," said Sean
he said.
Collins, a fonner SCSU student. "I heard he
Methods Crookston described for was from the Covey center, and I thought he
designing a blueprint include establishing a would be talking about those principles."
daily routine.
·
Crookston later defended his topic when
"Spend IO to 15 minutes every morning he explained he was licensed to teach the
planning your day," he said.
Covey method only at the University of
A SCSU freshman in the audience asked Minnesota- Twin Cities. This is why his
Crookston how he should go about presentation included only information from
developing a blueprint while h~ was iri the Smith method.
college. He said he didn't even know wltat he
"I could have probably gotten penniSSion
wanted to do in life and therefore couldn't from the Covey people to talk about their
understand how to make plans.
program here," he said. "But this was kind of
"Drafting a blueprint is an exercise in a short notice thing, and the infonnation is
discovery," Crookston said. "You haven't very similar."
finished discovering what your goals are, and
In an interview after the session,
most of us probably never will. It 's the effort Crookston said most of what he talked about
of finding out, and that always changes what was purely common sense, and both authors
we become."
· admit this in their works.
Other audience members shared similar
"I knew a veterinarian who used to give
experiences and helped answer each others free advice to fanners regarding their
questions.
animals," Crookston said. "But he told me

Shane

Opatz/PHOTO EDfTOR

U of M-Twin Cities professor Kent
Crookston lectures Tuesday in the
North Voyageur Room.
that whenever they called him to work on an
animal, he only put into practice what had
been telling them aJI along.
"His explanation was that when people
pay for something, they usually follow the
advice."
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faced," McKay said. "We were always a
''The faCl!lty at our university and teachers guest in public schools, but now we're going
of the district have put in a lot of hard work to be a partner."
•
.
with this project," said SCSU President
The classroom chosen will probably.
consist of student teachers, the classroom
Bruce Grube.
The grant comes in part from the teacher and one university professor.
Department of Children and Families and
According to McKay, the classroom will
Leaming, in which Carlson originally also open lhe doors for parent interaction
requested a grant of $IO million, but within the classroom and other constituents.
·
Holmgren said an advisory
legislature reduced the original
request to $2.5 million.
committee will have to be
Each of the six
set up and lhat some of
institutions receiving
lhe people involved
in the drafting of
the gnlnt has a
specific purpose
the
grant
in mipd for
would
individual
Metro State Uotversity
probably be
\
f32!iOOO
involved.
improvementS"·
through a lab
~
"It's a
wonderful
school.
The grant
first step in
the
.
set
by
Carlson will
partnership
last until June
between
30, 1999.
SCSU and St.
After this date
Cloud,"
the program will
Holmgren said. ·
have to look for
SCSU began as
Graphicby:JooJacobs
additional · funding,
a teaching institute in
possibly as a continuation
1869, and today it has
more students graduate with a
from the state of Minnesota.
"Our next step is to identify what
teaching licensure than any other university
elementary sites will be involved and what in Minnesota. Also, the SCSU College of
classrooms are going to be involved," Education is one of three schools accredited
Holmgren said.
in Minnesota
Within District 742 there are 22-different
SCSU on the average has · 450
sites, including elementary, middle and high undergraduates and 150 graduate students
schools. District 742 will make the decision each year.
as to where the lab schools will be located.
However, a number of students earn their
As of now there will be two sites licensure in multiple areas, therefore the-total
eslablished for the program, where it will be number from SCSU , could be closer to 700
a school within a school.
Iicensures.
SCSU in general, but specifically the
"We have become well known for our
College of Education, will now have accreditation," Grube said. "One of our
additional alternatives in teaching.
clearly largest missions remains for
"We have to~produce a teacher to teach development of teachers to our school in the
children in the ne.w century in which we're state of Minnesota."

.

Shane Opai7/PH0T0 EDITOR

SCSU President Bruce Grube and Gov, Arne Carlson talk after the press
conference Tuesday at Talahi Elementary School in St. Cloud.
SCSU once had a lab school on campus in school" said Professor of Infonnation Media
I 983 located in the Engineering Building.
Fred Polesak, who taught at the lab school for
The lab school was called the Thomas J. five years and also studenHaught at
Gray Lab School and accommodated for the school.
students from kindergarten through ninth
According
to
Polesak,
the
grade.
The
lab
school
was lack of funding came as there was different
named after Thomas J. Gray, the president of needs of the system in general.
SCSU from 1881-1890. However the school
SCSU and District 742 hope they can
closed
because
of
a bring a successful program back to St. Cloud.
lack of funding by the state legislature.
"I'm so thankful for having that
"It (the Jab) had a great reputation and experience
as
an
educator,"
there was a waiting list to get into the Polesak said.

Student faces tough times
University to host
troubles
regional scienceJa~r Despite
international student
remains upbeat, busy
this weekend
by Richard Wells

more than 70 student judges from
SCSU, College of St. Benedict and St.
John's University to evaluate science
On Saturday more . than 400 high projects.
.
school and-middle school students will
"A lot of places don't use ~tudent
be ~aking their way to the Central judges," Voelz said. "We have made
Minnesota
it known to the science
Regiona,l
fair community that
Science Fair
we will always allow
competition in
college students to be
the Atwood
judges. It is a good
Ballroom.
experience for them. It
The
recharges them."
science fair
Voelz said he has been
competition
involved With science
allows sixthfairs
since
he
through 12thwas in college, and he
grade students
has been helping direct
from Central
the regional competition
Neal Voelz
Minnesota a
at SCSU since 1993.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
chance to flex
"I get a buzz out of it,"
their mental
Voelz said. '"The students
OF BIOLOGY
might in areas
Put an incredible amount
of science and
of work into the projects.
technology, ranging from psychology to Their excitement keeps you going.''
robotics.
He feels that America and the world
All students entered in the contest in general is losing touch with science.
will receive certificates and ribbons
Voelz blames scientists not
for participation. The
top three communicating with the general
scorers will receive trophies, qualify public for this "scientific illiteracy,"
for the Minnesota Science Fair and as he calls it.
win all-expense paid trips to
"We think of science as magical or
the International Science Fair.
beyond us and ignore it," Voelz
Neal Voelz, associate professor of said. "Science fairs like this one help
bi6logy, is the judging director for keep us in the game."
ihe regional fair and· has recruited
STAFF WRITER

The studentsput
an incredible
amount of work
into the projects.

by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Akiko Ujiie is a 23-year-old Japanese
international student who is carving out a welldefined niche at SCSU.
Ujiie came to the United States more than a
year ago to study pre-medicine at SCSU. 1n
addition to her scientific studies, Ujiie is also
active in several music classes and several
university organizations. Ujiie is a member of the
University Orchestra, Student Coalition Against
Racism, the Geiman Club and a drama club.
Every morning Ujiie gets up at about 6 a.m. and
begins her day. She gets ready for school and
studies until it's time to catch the bus to campus
from her Waite Park apartment. During he( breaks
between classes she practices the piano and violin
and also acts as a Japanese tutor. ·
But life isn't all fun and games for Ujiie. She
pointed this out to Student Government last
week in an address from the open gallery at
the weekly meeting. Ujiie said she feels her
instructors and classmates ignore her and she has
a difficult time in class because of these
problems.
"We international students often feel isolated in
class," Ujiie said. "I wanted them (Student
Government) to know this fact. I wanted them to
consider this part of the international program."
Ujiie said her difficulty with the English
language has been a problem since she arrived
in this" country. She also said her instructors have
told her this is the main reason she is
having trouble in class. But she added all her
instructors have offered to help her in any way they

Stephanie Momose, senior, has been Ujiie's
· roommate since June. Momose has also
participated in the Japan program.
"Part of her trouble is the language banier,
that's for sure," she said. "But a lot of it is attitude.
"I think a lot of this is a cultural difference and
some of it is personality."
Momose added she thought Ujiie would do
well to get involved in different campus
organizations.
Through an el~tronic translator, Ujiie said the
relationship Americans have with international
students is a vicious circle.
"International students always group together
and Americans tend to avoid 'them," Ujiie said.
"Because Americans avoid them, they group
together more."
Ujiie has a few ideas to solve thiS dilemma.
"I think international students should
communicate more," she said. "But I also think
Americans should be more understanding.
"It's hard for intemationaJ students and I think
I understand why so many of us group together.
I think they are in the U.S. and should try to
make American friends."
Ujiie said she doesn't really miss Japan. She
plans to stay in the U.S. after college and
work here. ~he also plans to apply for
citizenship.
"I have never been homesick for Japan," she
said. "Whenever I go home to visit, I always miss
the U.S. so much."
She said much of the ·reason she likes this
country so much is the people.
"Americans are well received in Japan," she
said. "The Japanese really like Americans.
Americans are so nice. I like it here much better
than my native country."
Other things Ujiie would like to do while in the
U.S. are travel and experience more of American
culture.
"I have been to Minneapolis and Winona,". she
said. "B~t I would like to travel around a little. I
plan to stay in Minnesota to Jive."
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Local business contributes to SCSU ·f und
Shool•out. For the shoot➔out, four lucky
names will be drawn from the Jierberger's

Herberger's and Joe
Boxer to launch items
at weekend series

said Larry Stu~, Herberger's vice president company, but the campus community.
of marketing. "Molly brought the idea up, a
"We're happy . to do programs with the
registration box. If the participant makes the J~ Boxer executive picked up the idea and university, and we want to make the students
shot, $1,000 will be awarded to both the · Molly has run with
~
feel good about it,"

p~:~~:~~/~!~~!!d~ and that's

it."Renslow said

~::1asai!e'?roer!~~~;

===s=~@•O•J====

has

appeal, and they're in

Herberger's and Joe .Boxer have teamed

the same feeling we share with Joe Boxer,"
Renslow said. "Joe Boxer has quality
merchandise, and we like doing business with
them. We have developed a strong friendship
with them over the past."

sponsored · events
similar to that of the
hockey game ever
since she started

line with Herberger's."
Renslow said this
event "
will
be
detennined
if

~~dt~y·~roi:~e;
a:in~~~o~~r:::f~
College. In addition to providing free

all collaborated efforts to make this event

::~n;~i:;fhi~~
campus.

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER
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building funcf :·
"We're real excited about it, especially

~
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Herberger's

po~~~·re a little worried about the hankies
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I
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thousand bandanas given away that night."
Each $1,00) given to the SCSU Library
Fund will match the $1,00) rewarded to each
successful participant in the Husky Hockey

be given to all who attend the game, and Joe·
Boxer's appearance will be seen not only on
the Husky's mascot Blizzard,. but on the
zamboni as well.
'"This actually started with a visit about
three or four months ago from Joe Boxer,"

~:~

~:1~:

We're happy to do
programs ·w ith the
university, and we
want to make the
students feel good
about it.

~l'l&k.

:;ree0!~!al w~~ntr:~

.
uni~~~: events were

Larry Stuart

fh:!i:~:~!e l~a:1i~;
feel of the game and
that's why we're going
with it," Renslow said.

said. 'This event
HERBERGER'S.VICE PRES[DENT
happened
OF MARKETING
spontaneously."
Stuart gives much
credit to Renslow's effort in making the
·event, so far a success for not· only the

Only 8 da,ys 'till

lrri11

~::~ger':vents hos:
scsv. because it has

·s,. Cloud Technical College is

Totally

concerned

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a real
job!" "lnsuuctors are

Couunitted

the bes edu~ation possible for you!"

·To

to providing
obrnmagood

salary, a license or certification is invaluable." . .., rhe newest
and best avaUable

Technolom1

bcingraugi,t

at St. Cloud 1-:hnical Coller,e is required for su ·cess in
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The Walt Disney College Program is .about
friends. experiences and opportunities
you'll discover .as you live, team .and
earn in our world.

STOPBY AND DISCOVER A WORLD
OF OPPORTUNl11ES AT DISNEY.

s-t a.ouD Tl!CIINICAL

COLLEGE
(lolJ,,, Oppottanities
l

'

"
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(320) 654-5089, 1-800-222-1009 or (VmY) 654-5988
1540 Nonhway Drive• !::t. Cloud, MN 56303-1?:40
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Scholarship
Save .a tree
d the E

She said today racial minoritie&
are not as pragmatic .about politics
as they should be. •
~
Students whci apply for a Nellie
Stone Johnson scholarship should

Nellie Stone Johnson Scholarship
steering committee are considering
allowing studenl5 at technical and
community colleges apply for the
scholarship as well .
Previously, the Minnesota State
University System and its North
Star Foundation were staffing and
administering
the
program.
Recently, MSUSA and the Nellie
Stone JohnSon scholarship Steering
committee entered a partnership to
provide the scholarship.
The steering committee will be
an advisory board to the MSUSA
board, and it will make most of the
decisions regarding the scholarship

history and the history of minority
groups, Johnson said. She siiid
accoml)Iishments of people of color
in school. "It's good to know some
of your own history."
Four or five Nellie Stone
Johnson scholarships are given

during the fall every year. Students
have the option to renew their
scholar5hip from year to year,

to

Viggiano.

The

SCholarships range from $500 to
$2,000 for tl.ie year. Graduate

Wal'lt

to

program, Viggiano said. Andrea
Ruesch, the associafe director of
Development for MSUSA, Will be
the staff liaison from MSUSA to
the steering committee.
"I think one of the nice things
about the program is that it helps
fulfill
our commitment to
diversity," Viggiano said. "It
provides assistarlce to minority
students who might not otherwise
have the means to attend a state
uriiversity."
Applications are being accepted
through April 15 for Nellie Stone
Johnson scholarship!- To apply,
students can call the MS USA office
at (612) 224-1518 or'fax them at
(612) 224-9753.

Currently, MSUSA and the

students never read about the

~ccording

1

scholarship.

know something about their own

.stcloudstate.edu/
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students may also apply for the

n1:ach th1::

s:c~.~ c;iM~u~ al'ld h1::yol'ldr

~:P
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C-ro'1ciE Adv,rti<lh1 255-~Y4~

Did you Know???
Pizza Hut has Chicken Pizzas!

Cafe Creations
Margherita- Garlic-BarB·Oue-Honey Mustard-Fa[ita

A different Pizza Everyday!

Stop by and try a ·

c~(e Cte~tion & a
Large Pop for only
$3.89
Still Hungry???
With Breadsticks only
$4.99

..-_
.......-....._

l!la.a

Offer Good February 2-28
Downstairs Atwood
2-5pm

:,

~IJt®w,'n Still 1,1,.1c.,,.'It 9re...t!
Beginning March 10, Entrepreneurship 2000
will be telecast from 2-3 p.m. Tuesdays on
TCI Channel IO as a seven-week series.

First day
of dass, and
a!re.;dy you're

Ash Wednesday, February 25
noon and 7 pm _,

■I
CA"THOUCCAM>\.IS....sTRV

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A. M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.

Set your VCR and set your own class time:
For the fun of it! Videotape the program
and watch it when your schedule allows.

llleboss!·

For the cn."dit of it! Register for MKGB
400/600 Entrepreneurship 2(X)() and earn 1 credit.
Learn from experienced entrepreneurs about how
to generate the ideas, the venture capital and the
right employees to start a business and how to
succeed by developing products, attracting
customers and delivering the service that keeps

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2000

(MKGB 400/600) -1 credit hour

them coming back.

For information about course sessions and
registration contact The Entrepreneurial Center,
320-654-5420.

MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSI1Y

OFFICE: 251-3260

A tradition ofcxcdlcnu ~nd oppor11<11lly
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Entreprenewial <:enter gets :down to business
Center's goal is to offer
classes to develop interest
in entrepreneurship ·

representing each college in the ul)iversity.
'The idea of the center is to serve the needs of
students and facully interested in entrepreneurship,"
Rodgers said.
Another goal of the center is a collegiate
entrepteneur awards program. Rodgers said
applications for the best collegiate entrepreneur
were made available last week.
Jttlia Peterson
There wilfbean awardsceremofly on May 14 for
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
the top three collegiate entrepreneurs in Minnesota.
he SCSU Entrepreneurial Center · is· The keynote- speaker will be David Anderson, owner
establishing itself with two new projects of"Famous Dave's Barbecue."
The judges will be four entrepreneurs who will
next quarter.
William Rodgers, interim director of the center speak about getting a business started, financing
and international enterprises.
and professor of marketing and
"We ·intend to try to have
business, will be the instructor
students have contact with
of a televised marketing and
entrepreneurs," Rodgers· said.
general business course in
"We want the students to have
entrepreneurship. ·
the
opportunity
to
One of the goals of the center
ask them questions."
try
is to offer classes that develop
The winner will receive a
interest in entrepreneurship.
$500 cash prize. The winner will
Also, an entrepreneurship
also receive an additional $500
emphasis will be available after
traveling
money
semester conversion for students
to go to St. Louis, Mo., to
working towards a major or
compete
nationally
for
the
North
minor in general business.
American
Collegiate
William Rodgers
The one-credit course will be
Entrepreneurial
award.
broadcasted on TCI cable access
INTERIM EXECUTIVE
Second place will receive
Channel I0. Students can watch
DIRECTOR ENTREPRENEURIAL
$300, and third place will receive
or videotape the set of 30CENTER
$200.
minute "Small Business 2000"
The deadline to drop off
programs. To complete the
applications is April 9.
course, students will write a few
More infomuition is available at the website:
short papers and attend an off-campus seminar.
The center began within the College of Business www.stcloudstate.edu/-tec.
fall quarter. It has an advisory board of members

by

T

~dme things

r

We intend to
to
have students
have contact with

entrepreneurs.

6fW~c! al. u;

.

the .Eiii:E~preneurial q~nter

* SCSU Sman"Business DeveJoprpent
Center aoi( ~m~U Business his!il~!e:
. ""
*Courses:~~~~minars to devel~If:
e~treprenlitl/.l~al skills
~·· · ·

* Entrepreneur recognition and awards
program
* Entrepreneur:training for start-up ventures
and establlshed enterprises

Walt Disney looking for
students to do .internships
by John Hill

T

STAFF WRITER

he Walt Disney College
Program is coming to
recruit SCSU stUdents to
participate in an internship program
which call be fill either this summer
or fall.
This internship program is made
up of three components: working,
living and learning.
·
As for the working aspect,
students are given an entry-level
position. These positions are in
attractions,
merchandising,
~ransportatiqn arid lifeguarding.
SCSU senior Kelly Livingston,
campus representative for Walt
Disney
College
Program,
participated in the internship
program last summer and worked in
the attractions department. The
specific title of her job was
Innoventions, the word coming
from innovations and inventions.
Livingston
had
many
responsibilities. "I showcased the
latest technology from various
Fortune 500 companies in the
form of long narration, shows and
one on one guest contact,"
Livingston said.
"Interns
are
given
the
opportunity to work and 'di.g
around' in a company recognized as
a leader in everything it does,"
Livingston added.

Other opportunities students are
granted include seeking out ·
shadowing programs in which
students are involved in their
field of interest and interviews
for jobs in their specific field.
''The learning portion of the_
internship is made. up of five core
business seminars the students
attend. These seminars relate
to Disney philosophy, history
and
business
in
general,"
Livingston said. "Students also
practice communication style and
personality typing."
There are also self-directed
studies interns participate in t~at
correlate with their field of study.
Interns participating in the
program stay at the Vista Way
apartments. Interns can choose to ·
live with four or six people. 'The
Vista Way apartments house. over
300 interns plus international
students who work at the Epcot
World Showcase," -Livingston said.
Although it is hard work, it is
not an experience without fun. •
"There is no better way to
experience Florida," Livingston
said. "Interns receive free Disney
park and nightclub admission with
resort-style living conditions and
hundreds of fellow students from
all over the world to keep you
company."
This will be the first time lhe
Walt Disney College Program

will be recruiting in Minnesota in
five years. There are 11 SCSU
students who will be participating in
the program this spring.
Livingston will have a booth in
Atwood Memorial Center from
9 a.m. until 2 p.m on Friday.
''The booth will consist o(
general infonnation, my portfolio,
pictures, and I will answer questions
students may have," Livingston said.
The Walt Disney College
Program will be ar SCSU 6 p.m.
until 9 p.m. on March 9 in
Centennial Hall.
"In order to be considered for an
internship, students must attend this
presentation," Livingston said.
"After the presentation, students
will be allowed to sign up for
interviews
which
will
be _
conducted the following day."
There are many opportunities
offered to students through this
program. "Interns will not only
gain valuable - experience along
with a great resume builder, they
will also gain insight into the
history,
tradition
and
the
continual improvement Walt Disney
has been associated with -for
decades," Livingston said.

For more infomuition about the
Walt Disney College Program, go
to Uvingston's ·booth which will
be open from 9 a.111.. until 2 p.m
Friday in the Atwood Memorial
Center:

.You reed job experierce
before you graduate! .

You need a salary now!
1 nhersit) Chronicle is in need
>fan assistant managing edito
for '.Yintcr Quarter.
Position includes:
~ writing stories and briefs
~ designing pages
~ Editorial board duties
1

For more info or to apply, call 255-2449 or
stop by our office in Stewart Hall room 13.

.Application deadline is Feb. 25!
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Mr. Basketball
around thls area
is'Kevin Schlagel
One sport which tends to fall in the shadow of men's
hockey is the basketball program at SCSU.
The women's program under the reigns of Head
Coach Lori Ulferts is proving it can be a conference
contender, even though the Huskies have one of the
youngest line-ups in the North Central Conference.
But the hats go to off to Interim Men's Basketball
Coach Kevin Schlagel and the rest of the SCSU men's
basketball team. The Huskies are currently in second
place and are playing better than ever. Last weekend the
Huskies' road sweep put them in second place of the
NCC behind conference leader South Dakota State
University.
The Huskies are three and a half games behind the
Jackrabbits with three games to play and will need a
long shot to win the conference title, but SCSU's latest
run for ·the title deserves respect in itself.
However, the Huskies need to give credit where
credit is due.
'
The person who should receive a good portion of that
credit is coach Schlagel. Schlagel was a part of the
men's program as an assistant coach for 17 years before
being named this year's interim coach. Before that, he
played for the Huskies.
This Friday marks an important day for Schlagel and
the men's basketball program. On Friday the doors will
officially be shut for applications for next season's head
coaching job at SCSU as Schlagel's one-year interim
status wilJ come to an end.
The university needs to open up the position for any
applicants, but the selection committee need not look
past Schlagel. It doesn't matter if Larry Bird leaves as
coach of the Indiana Pacers and decides to coach at the
Division II level. Mr. Schlagel is still the man for the
job. If Schlagel and the Huskies happen to make postseason play, we may be ~gging Schlagel to stay as he
may receive oµler job offers.
Before Schlagel gets away, please check the box
which-has Kevin Schlagel's name next to it.

J!4itoria1B~
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RILEY WORTH, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Another Chronnie graduates
It still seems all so
surreal. I'm scheduled to
graduate on Feb. 27.
I talk as if graduation is
a given when in actuality
it's far from a guarantee.
I've gone so far as
to schedule my
graduation party.
(For anyone who
knows me, just
reading this
column is your
formal invitation
to attend including Student
Government-type people to drink free beer and eat
free appetizers, from 8
p.m. to midnight on
March 13 at the upstairs
of McRudy's.) It is going
to be the social event of
the decade, but it sure
would be a downer if I
was celebrating on false
premises.
I applied for my first
post-college job, how
scary is that? Getting that
job, now that would be

even scarier. But the

Riley Worth
.A$$rANTMANAGING EOOOR

Mandy Jackson
. Co,~ !lOl10{{

Melissa Gilman
0P!NroNsEDJTOR

scariest thought of all is
getting embarrassingly
drunk in front of my
· parents at my graduation
(no shots please).
During my sophomore
year, while attending
another college, my
adviser warned me against
taking less than a full load
of credits because I would
fall behind and not
graduate on time.
_ To that I responded,

"Yes!" That's exactly what "Dukes of Hazzard" twice
daily and losing to
I wanted to hear. At that
point, I enjoyed college so everybody in darts.
This quarter I know
much I didn't want to ever
graduate. In fact, I
what the definition of
seriously considered going busy is. I'm attempting to
pass life's final exam in
straight to graduate
time management. No job
school after I
I ever hold will require me
fimshed my fouryear degree in eight to put in the hours week in
and week out that I do
years.
now. Yet, I've become so
Why would
much more marketable
anyone want to
over the last three months.
graduate from
I'm convinced every
college and get a
major decision I've ever
job? I couldn't
made has been influenced
understand.
by God, and my decision
A lot has changed in
o transfer schools was
two years. I'm now
officially a nonctraditional one of the hardest
decisions I ever
student, and
made.
I'm
Wow!Whata
desperately
great decision it
attempting
was1 Although I
to graduate
went from
before a girl I'm attempting
· to pass life's
wearing sandals
from my
and shorts to
hometown
final
exam
in
class to parking
who
time
my bike in
graduated
snowbanks I
from high
management.
don' t regret it
school a
for a second . .
year after me.
My mass
I transferred to this
communications degree is
college under
circumstances beyond my the best available in
coritrol_, and was adamant Minnesota, and my
in hating this school. I felt decision to join the
that way because I didn't
University Chronicle staff
get involved in anything
was the best decision I've
and didn't meet anybody
made in my college
who didn't live more than career.
three doors down from
At SCSU, I've met
friends for life and '
me.
Don't get me wrong, I
become wise.
was busy; busy watching
See y'all March 13.

,.
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What's in a
name? A lot,
re~ently
,

~ometime~ waJching television can be a gOQd thing ..
Whtie watchmg TV a f~w nights ago, I saw a
commentary/editorial about Black History Month, and
how the evolution of terms regarding African Affiericans
has affected the American public. This got me thinking
(which is a good thing) about how we all refer to people,
and the terms we use to describe ourselves and others.
HmmR
There are many terms used to
&
describe different peoples. In a class I
YON .
took at SCSU, we were taught that
Hispanic is the proper tenn to use for
any person of any kind of MexicanLatin-Spanish-Hi&paniola descent.
Armed with this new knowledge, a few
weeks later I promptly offended a
Mexican woman who considered the
term Hispanic to be a severe insult.
When I first moved to Minnesota, I
~
used the term American Indian. Again,
NATHAN A.
I unintentionally insulted a woman I
AHLBORN
was friends· with who thought that was
a term of derision. Since then, I have
been told the proper term is Native American - and
American Indian, Amer-Indian and North American
Native! What about those we used to call Orientals? They
are nowAsians, -an altogether much more accurate term.
What I am getting at is how hard it is to NOT offend
someone I know many people who tty very hard to be as
politically correct (an offensive term m and of itself
sometimes) as possible, but still offend someone. February
is Black History Month, as many of you probably do (not)
know. A current, politically correct term·is AfricanAmerican. Why then is this called Black History Month?
ls this the nght tenn to be used? Since I was a child, the
terms used to refer to African-Americans have changed
many times. -I remember hearing and/or using Colored
People, Negro, Black, Afro-American, now AfricanAmerican, and the even more current Person of Color
(which is pretty dam ·close to colored person if you think
about it).
·
Person of color seems to me to fit the bill the best, but
who knows?ln five years, maybe that will change too.
Consi~ration for otjlirs should guide each of us in our
dealings with people. I try my best not to offend people,
any people, but sometimes it happens. Mistakes such as
those I described do occasionally happen. Does this mean
I am a bad person? No, it just means we are all different
enough that every single one of us - black, white, red,
yellow or whatever - should be as patient as possible, and
as understand.in~ possible. 1
•
. Why should you, the reader, care about any of this?
Because you can hurt someone with nothing harsher than a
word. With the problems this school has been having
recently (and has been having for years), each of us needs
to think about what we say. Consideration for what a
person of color wants to be called is a step tOward
understanding his/her situation. There are people.on this
campus who·are sick and tired of the ignorance SOME
white people show. Bqt how do you explain why a certain
name matters? Well, maybe your buddy John hates being
called Johnny, or Lizzy hates to be called Elizabeth. Tuey
have no real reason for their preference, they just have it.
People of color do have good reasons for their preferences,
and we should all respec~ acknowledge and understand
that.

I

Stolen books teach responsibility
This is my (or your) $ I06
want to accept responsibility
for my actions. I have the . .,
Jesson in personal
responsibility. I tend to buy my · responsibility of knowing the
books quite early with the dual bookstore offers a book and
bag hold behind the counter,
hope of missing out on those
wonderful bookstore lines, and yet I did not use it. To blame
to receive the best copy of the
the bookstore is like blaming
used books.
·
the tobacco industry for all of
However, these hopes tend
us smokers smoking. We knew
to go by the wayside when the
what we were doing when we
books one buys at one
lit that first cigarette. And
bookstore are stolen at the next. something has got to be said
That's right, my books were (but not much) for those who
have found a way to beat the
stolen Tuesday not 30 minutes
after I.had purchased them at
system. Blaming the bookstore.
the off-campus bookstore. At
Excuse. Blaming the thief.
first I was beyond irate at the
Excuse. Realizing what I have
bookstore from which they
and have not done, that's
were stolen. Then I was furious responsibility. But that is only
the halfof it
.
with the thief. But why was I
angry with either one Of these
If nothing else, the attittldes
· parties? The answer: -I didn 't
we take are the prices we pay.

Read,
React,
Write,
University Chronicle

13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud; MN 56301
or e-mail:
chronicle@stdoudstate.edu

We, at the very least. have the
responsibility to take the right
attitude toward any and every
situation. We cannot blame
others for the way we feel
about a given circllmstance. It
is up to us to bring the positiVe
to light, to learn 'and to hold no
excuses.
Consider this your lesson on
personal responsibility and
·
your warning from a lack
thereof. The co~sequences of
our irresponsibility are ours to
bear entirely. No excuses,
people. No excuses.
Michael Donlin
Junior

Philosophy

Letters must
include:
name. major in school
( if applicable), and
signature. Letters are
recommended to he
under 350 words.
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University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1998-1999 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wi1h three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H·eited Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

Thursday, February 19, 1998

Custom Research In
Clll is amarket research rompany, lomwd in the nvin
Citiet 'ltcy are currently looking for people to fill sereml
po~tion including:

•-llesearcl1'Msislant- .
•-Fiel~GoorJinators-•Senior.JlrojeeLLeade~ _

If int,r111ed mil !large l,fn or Kerry ,116121 ,,1J-asoo,

orf.ithematl6l!l\1J-O!M.

Attention: Aviation Students

Flight Physical

Only $30

--

with student ID

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic

D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lane, .Suite 104-St. Cloud
(320) 251-3666

Thursday, February 19, 1998
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Leiaa silences opJ?O~ents, critics

Shane Opatt/PHOTO wtroR

Senior goaltender Brian Laitza stretches to make a save against University of Minnesota's Stuart Sen den in a game earlier this season at the National Hockey Center.

Goalie leads SCSU in
quest for WCHA title,
NCAA tourney berth
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

It was four seasons ago that SCSU senior
Brian Leitza was thrown into the fire as a
freshman goaJtendei for the Husky hockey

team.
Questions were asked as to whether or not
he would fill the shoes of fom1er SCSU
netminder Grant Sjeiven1 or if he would be
able to someday lead the Huskies to a
Western Collegiate Hockey Association title.

Leitza is now a senior
and with onTy three
weekends remaining in

the

1997-98

seasor1,

those same questions he
was asked four years ago
arethosethafLeitzahas

left for next
starting goalie.

year's .

"My freshman year,

the biggest question I .,..,_,.,__...
was always asked was

~~~~ei/ ~l~are~~~; SC.SU sto/Jj>er
"Starting in goal as a freshman was more
excitement of playing and knowing you have
four more years ahead of you, than it was
pressure."
Leitza has posted at least 12 wins each of
his four seasons at SCSU and in the process
has set school records for most career wins
(62), career shutouts (6) and several other
single season goaltending records.
Head Coach Craig Dahl said he hasn't
seen too many changes in Leitza's style since
his first year, rather he's seen a change in his
altitude and work ethic.
"In the past, if things were not going his
way he would give up and as he got older, he

has lcarncd that's· not the way to be," Dahl
said. "Brian is very high strung with a lot of
pride and wants to do well. I think the biggest
thing over a course of four years is he has
learned how to work hard."
After posting a career high, 19 wins last
season, Leitz.a is having another solid year
posting a WCHAbest 18-6-2record. His2.53
goals against average and .914 .Sl!Ve
percentage also rank among the leagues best.
"He has come in and been the starter every
year," said senior captain Andy Vicari. "It's
mentally tougher as a goalie to come in and
play every night, but he has continued to
improve each year and his win-loss record
speaks for itself."
Leitza said he would give up all the
records and accomplishments for a WCHA
title and a chance to play in the NCAA
national tournament.
'They're nice, but I would trade every
record since I got here for a league
championship or a trip to the national
tournament," Leitza said. "I would love it if I
could be part of the reason the other seniors
and the younger players get a chance to go to
the national tournament this ye"ar."
As a four-year starter in goal, Leitza has
seen his share of pucks. One of his most
remarkable games of his career came earlier
this season when the Huskies defeated the
University of Minnesota, 3-1 at Mariucci
Arena.
In that game, the Huskies managed only
nine shots on ·goal, meanwhile Leitza was
stellar, stopping 41 of 42 Gopher shots.
"He won that game for us," Dahl said.
"Our team up front this year is pretty good,
but we have great goaltending. If you _bave an
outstanding goalie along with good people up
front, it leads to a great season."
Of Leitza's six career shutouts, two
have come this season including last
weekend's 6-0 shutout of the Michigan Tech
Huskies.
"I don't get surprised anymore when he
comes up with a spectacular game," Vicari"
said. "I've played with him four years now,

and what he does - doesn't surprise me season are due to the amount of work he's had
anymore."
to cany for his team. So far this season, Leitza
While most goaltenders Would shy away has played in all but two games and has started
from a 40 to 50 shot night every game, Leitz.a in 25 of the 28 games.
said he thrives best in those situations.
While Leitza credits his training staff and
"It's a lot easier for me to play in a game Dr. Thibeliult for his recent health, Dahl said
like that," he said. "When you only see five it's just another area of maturity he's seen from
shots you're not really in the game, opposed his senior goaltender.
towhenyouseealotofshots."
''His back hasn't bothered him the past two
Leitza's career high for saves is 47, which years,'' Dahl said. 'That's because he is very
came against Minnesota in the 1996-97 cautious about his stretching and back
WCHA Final Five Tournament, which the exercises.. and it's just another sign of his
maturity."
Huskies Jost 54 in overtime.
This season, Leitz.a is aiming for a WCHA
If Leitza doesn't get a chance to advance
title and hoping for another shot at the Final beyond the WCHA this season, he said he will
Five Tournament.
miss being with his teammates, but it will not
mark the final hockey game of his
'There are still
six games left in
"""'"·
the season," Leitza
"I am going to
said. "Our goaJ at
play after this year,"
the beginning of
Leitza said. "But your
the year was to win
teammates are what
the WCHA regular
you end up missing
season. We need
the most."
help to do it, but
Still, the reality
we're still in
of playing in the pro's
position."
exists for Leitza, who
was selected in the
While Leitza
has been to the
10th round of the
Final
Five
1996 NHL draft by
Andy Vicari
Tournament two of
the
Pittsburgh
SCSU SENIOR DEFENSEMAN
his three years at
Penguins.
• SCSU, he says this
The type of season
year's team has the best chance of coming out Leitza is having will only help his chances of
on top.
someday. playing in the NHL, and his numbers
'Tus year is the besc team I've been on," this year have him in a group of 20 players
Leitza said. "My freshman year the team throughout the nation as eandidates for the
played well, but not everyone worked hard Hobey Baker Award, which goes to the USA's
every game relying on the superstars to get it most outstanding collegiate hockey
done. This year's team has put together the player.
best season here, and everyone on the team
"Your dream as a hockey player is to
someday play in the NHL and play against the
works hard and gets along."
Another area where Leitza has answered guys you watch on television,'' Leitza said.
his skeptics is his ability to be relied, on every "As for the other stuff, last year I had a good
night. In the past, he has been bothered by back year and lhe team didn't do anything. You just
problems and early in his career he missed a have to be in the right place at the right time,
and right now I'll just sit back and see what
handful of games due to back injuries.
The only back problems he's endured this happens."

He has continued to
improve each year, and
his win-loss record
speaks for itself.
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Women's tennis team aiming high
by Rob LaP/ante

confident heading into the spring
schedule.

SPORTS EDITOR

Last season, the young SCSU

. "Last year_ we. were all kind o,~

women's tennis squad was happy , ~e~ous h~~m?~_to the season,

~h~d

~ith a
~lace finish in the North
entra on erence.
This season the squad is still
young, but Head Coach Larry
S~ndby said_ the. goals are a little
higher headmg mto the 1997-98

meo;~~x;ri~nce/ a~e;~I

w;htn~

everyone is ready for the season to
start."
·
.
~ last~;~ly~~~\~~{u~~~mla~i
R ed b h h ·n d hirt d
season, which begins this Friday 1 u ~ us~ • w O Wl ~ s
ue

· against the College of St. Benedict
at the St. Cloud

O

m

ca re~ns.

"We
still ,.,
have no seniors~
on our roster, so

..

sa;d.

"But we have all
our starters back

:~eb;;;;t~e:

players, so I
think our team
goals are a little
more ambitious

than

last

Larry Sundby
SCSLJ WOMEN'S TENNIS
HEAD COACH

_________

season."
SCSU will

look to junior

captain's Susy Cronick and Karissa
Egge for leadership this season.
They will also look for big
things from sophomore Jennifer
Hulett, Marfa Ritchie, Brianna
Rupp, Jill Taylor and Danelle
Peterson, all of whom posted

;i~:~~fiast:~~~. as

first-ytqr

Pe1Jrson·, who finished with a
22-10 record playing mostly at No.

3 singles, said this ye3.r's squad is
more

_

experienced

and

more

~h,~gs

from

Jumor

Tally

season

from

~~;!~~i~

/think our team
goals are a littf.e
more ambitious
that last season

;:un~re ::~~.~
Sundby

.

The Huskies a~ e:pectmg big

Tennis Cen(er.

Central Lakes
~~~tg~mty

· ~:e~~~eas ~~~

No. I singles

player for the
Huskies, and
Peterson said
she hopes she

will help out
"She is a
consistent

playef who does really good in
practices,"
Peterson
said.
"Hopefully she will pull through for
us."
Despite the improvements and
experience gained this season,
Sundby said he doesn't think they
can knock off six-time N~C
champion Northern ColoradQ.
The Huskies finished third at
last season's NCC Championships.
Only UNC and second-place
Mankato State University finished

Stott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU junior Karissa Egge backhands a return during practice at the St. Cloud Tennis Center.
Egge and junior Susy Cronick will captain this year's women's tennis squad.
ahead of SCSU.
"Our goal is to finish second this
season," Sundby said. "We would
like to push UNC, but they are still
the team to beat and even though
Mankato has all its players back, I
feel we have a good chance of
finishing second this year."
Sundby added that this year's
schedule is a lot tougher than last
season's and the Midwest

Invitational in Edmond, Okla., at
the end of the year is going to be a
big test.
'The tougher schedule reflects
my thinking that we will be
stronger this year," Sundby said.
"We added the Oklahoma tourney,
which could lead us into rankings
for the national playoffs."
The SCSU-St. Ben's match is
slated for Friday at 3 p.m. at the St.

Cloud Tennis Center.
SCSU has not beat St. Ben's in
two years and Peterson said they
hope to put an end to that streak.
"We're all looking forward to
it," Peterson said. 'They are one of
our biggest rivals, and it would
be nice to beat t~em. It will be
tough, but hopefully we can pull it
off."

Colorado College provides Hats off to men's hoops
big test for Husky pucksters Senior class leads group of new faces
Huskies looking to spoil
Tigers' bid for home-ice
advantage in playoffs
by Rob LaP/ante ·
SPORTS EDITOR

It's been four months since the SCSU
hockey team swept Colorado College, filld
SCSU jUnior forward Jason Goulet knows the
Tigers will be ready for this weekend's
rematch.
.
"I think they feel they owe us," Goulet said.
"We played them early in the year and teams
change a lot froril early in the season, so I
expect a tough battle."
Goulet played a significant role in SCSU's
sweep at Colorado Springs, Colo., scoring
three goals on the weekend. Goulet has
enjoyed his share of success against the Tigers
scoring seven career goals in 10 games played.
"Some players just get up for different
teams," Goulet said. "Personally, I like playing
(CC) because it fits my style of play, and they
are one of the better teams in the league."
Currently, the Huskies (15-6-1 Western
Collegiate Hockey Association, 18-8-2
overall) are tied with the University of
Wisconsin in the standings with 31 points.
Both teams are four points behind fii:st-place
University of North Dakota
SCSU sophomore forward, Matt Bailey
said last weekend's sweep of. Michigan Tech
was a big confidence booster for the final
st~tchrun.
"We did what we had to do and it was a big
booster," Bailey said. "It should really get us

If the SCSU men's basketball team were
in the midst of a terrible season, they would
going, starting this weekend."
easily have the excuse of losing some key
In the first series between SCSU and CC, a
total of 17 goals were scored on the weekend, personnel.
After all, they are under the guidance of
and Bailey said this weekend he expects a
first-year interim Head TAI.KIN' THE
defensive battle.
"Later in the season, everybody starts
TAIK
playing better defense, so I expect two low- :~~c!:i:: ~~~a;el,
scoring games," Bailey said.
coach Butch Raymond
With SCSU's sweep of MIU last weekend, who left last spring to
the Huskies clinched home-ice advantage in
talce an assignment at
the opening round of the WCHA playoffs next
Southwest State
month.
University.
Meanwhile, the Tigers are in fifth place in
Another key
the WCHA and fighting for the final spot for
home ice advantage.
departure came when
CC possesses two of the leagues top players fonner SCSU guard
in forward Brian Swanson and defenseman Cal Jon Bryant left last
Elfring.
spring and transferred
Swanson leads CC with 11 goals and 24
to the University of
points this season · and was a Hobey Baker
WiSCOnsin,
a Division I
finalist last season.
"Swanson is one of the top forwards in the school of the Big Ten Conference.
Bryant was last ye;ar's leading scorer
league," Bailey said. :·we just have to pla.y
overall good team defense, and we should be and set several school records for his
able to shut their team down."
consistent three-point shooting. Bryant
The series marks the second-to-last home would have been a junior on this year's
series for the Huskies before they travel next SCSU squad.
wee~end to Madison, Wisc., to take on the
Plus, key seniors lost to graduation last
Badgers. SCSU will close out its 5:eason with a
home-and-home $Cries with the University of year were center Shane Poepping, forward
Jason Pelowski and guard Tony Morrow.
Minnesota.
Add all these losses together and you
Goulet said the remaining part of the season
is crucial, but they are not in a mtist-win have an excuse for a 'rebuilding year' at
situation the rest of the way.
S(SU, right? - Wrong.
"Wisconsin has a dam tough schedule too,"
The fact Schlagel had been an assistant
Goulet said. "l don't think we have to sweep under Raymond for nearly a decade didn't
every series, but l feel confident that we, can
create a chemistry problem with his
finish second and maybe first."
Both games this weekend are slated to returning players. Also, SCSU was
begin at 7:05 p.m. at the National Hockey returning three senior starters from last
year's team, and all three have made
Center.

significant contributions this season.
Senior center Jon Hinzman ranks in the
top two in the North Central Conference in
00th scoring and rebounding. He has
constantly been SCSU's best player on the
floor and is the odds-on-favorite for the

NC~e:;;;~~~e::~itlock, who ranks
second on the team in scoring and first in
assists, has'lken the 'floor general' for the
Huskies. Despite losing his point guard
status to newcomer Todd Bishop, Whitlock
is the obvious floor leader and controls the
tempo of the game for SCSU.
Senior forward Nate Pelowski hasn't got
the numbers that will stand oul, but he
averages close to double figures in 00th
scoring and rebounding. Pelowski is one of
the hardest working players on the floor,
and the four years experience he and his
fellow seniors bring to the team are invaluable.
Freshmen Todd Bishop and Ned
Wrightson along with junior transfers Jesse
Jacobson and Enoch Dix are the
newcomers to this year's squad, and each
of them have contributed immensely.
Bishop has assumed the role of point
guard. Wrightson has made up for some of
the perimeter shooting that was lost when
Bryant left, and Dix has given SCSU the
same ball handling skills and hustle that
Morrow brought.
Add all this together and that is the
reason SCSU is in secolld place in the NCC
heading into this weekend's showdown
with Mankato State- hats off to SCSU.
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SCSU, MSU tangle for second place First-year
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

As the North Central Conference men's

basketball season winds down, it now begins
to heat up for the Huskies, as they take a fourgame winning streak on the road to·play in-

state rival Mankato State University this
Saturday.
The last time these teruns met, Jan. 24 at

Halenbeck Ha11, the Mavericks escaped with

an 81-73 victory. That game had NCC
implications on the line, as both teams were
tied for second place. This time ag.µn sees
second place up for grabs, but this time the
Huskies have a one-game advantage over the
Mavericks; and a win Saturday Would ensure
at least 3: tie for that position.
"We're really pumped about (finishing
second)," said SCSU Head Coach Kevin
Schlagel. "From where we started at the
beginning of the year, the fact that we have an

Shane Opatz/PH0TV EDff08

SCSU senior guard .Sean Whitlock drives past a North Dakota defender at
Halenbecl<Hall. The Huskies can clinch second place with a win Saturday against
Mankato State Un!versity.

opportunity to finish in ste0nd

iS· a

diver fits in
with talented
SCSUsquad

great ·

accomplishment."
Was here in January,
Maverick Head Coach Dan McCarrell threw
W~en MSU

a· curV"e ball offensively at the Huskies in the
second half, and SCSU was unable to match

up and stop them in time to salvage a., win.
This time, Schlagel hopes they're ready for
whatever MSU shows them.
"Last time, I thought we did a good job

against them until they went to a special type
of offense that spread us way out," Schlagel
said. "We countered, but they made some big

by Tyson Jahn

shots against that counter. We'll take a look at

First-year diver Mary Ahlin has always
had the ability of reaching new heights,. from
softball and gymnastics when she was
younger, to being one of the Huskies' most
valuable diving leaders in both the one and
three-meter events.
"I have 10 years of gymnastics
background," Ahlin said. "I grew a lot taller,
and my mom told me that I should start
diving, and I started my
sophomore year of high
school."
Ahlin was redshirted
her first year at SCSU,
but quickly made the
adjustments that it took
for her to improve her
performances
this
season.
Ahlin
currently
MARY AHuN . owns the Husky threeSCSUfirst-year meter diving record,
diver
after six and 11 dives,
which
Ahlin
accomplished last January and February.
"I knew the ropes of diving from last
year, but I spent more time in the weight
room and made the switch over," Ahlin said.
"Everything was intensified more 1han in
high school."
Ahlin's goals for this year were to make
nationals, but she has alrea°dy qualified for
them in her first meet this year.
"I know this is my first season competing
and I want to help the team out," Ahlin
said.
No doubt Ahlin has made a major
contribution to the team, and according to
Head Coach Diane Heydt, she has had a
definite impact upon the team.
"Ahlin is having an outstanding seasonand she's trained hard," Heydt said. "I'm
hoping that we'll get the top two sl)Ots in the
conference meet in the boards with her and
(senior) Sarah Loquai. I believe we have the
best diving-team in the country.'
Ahlin says she didn't achieve all her
success by herself, but her team has been
really suppQrtive of her efforts.
'The ~ in general is real supportive,"
Ahlin said. ''The swimmers support us
and each other. We have a lot of team

STAFF WRITER

some things, and go down there. with the idea
that they may try it again, and hopefully this
time we can stop them."
The Mavericks come in with a balanced
scoring. attack, one of the reasons they were
able to spread the Husky defense so thin last
time. They have three players averaging
· double-digits in scoring: sophomore guard
Blaine Joerger (15.4 points per game);junior
guard Dontae Johnson (13.5 ppg); and junior
guard famous Powell ( 12. 7 ppg). Senior
center Jamie Nelson leads the team in
rebounding with 7.8 per game.
While the Huskies will come into this
game on a hot streak, winning five out of the
past six games, the Mavericks come in having
lost three in a row.
'Ilus will be an extremely important game
for the Huskies, with the possibility of a trip
to the post season in jeopardy with a loss.
"We're playing very well right now," said
sophomore forward Jeremy Schmidt. "We
just hope we keep it up to the end of the
season. It's just our hard work right now that's
paying off."
The Huskies have three games remaining,
and perhaps a playoff season after that.
With the conclusion of this season, SCSU
will be losing a senior class of players that
stands out.
But according to Schlagel, all will not be
lost for the Huskies next year. That's because
of the excellent production from this year's
freshman class.
"I think our freshmen have made big
contributions to our program," Schlagel said.
"Bishop is starting. Ned Wrightson has made
some major contributions coming off the
bench. In certain situations, he could easily be
starting. But we've elected to use him in the
role that he's in because that's what we think
is best for our team. Those two guys are a big
reason why we are where we're at."
Bishop averages 5. 7 ppg, 3.3 assists per
game and 2.5 rpg. Wrightson averages 9.1
ppg off the bench.
"We just come in and tty to do our best in
the roles we're put in," Schmidt Said.
"Hopefully next year we can come in and
keep expanding our roles and keep
improving."

Huskies satisfied with results so far =~~~;~: 7o!:it;\~~~1~v~
0

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER
Last year the SCSU women's
basketball team (8-7 North
Central Conference,
13-11
overall) finished with three wins
in the conference and eight wins
overall.
This year's team needs to win
two of the final three games to
post its best record since the
1989-90 season.
"I think this season we have
really worked hard," said SCSU
Head Coach Lori Ulferts. "It's
been a combination of hustle,
team work and work rthic."
This year, Ulferts put together
a young team, sometimes having
as many as four first-year players
on the floor as starters against
<;;onference teams, and she gives a
lot of credit to the team when
they have come up with big wins

this season.
the solid shooting of the guards game for the first time."
Ulferts and Williamson said
Ulferts
said
the
best and how well the team has played
that talcing the early lead for her
perfonnance this year was the together.
"When we win, we're playing team hasn't been a problem this
University of South Dakota and
Morningside College series on well together, but when we lose season, but coming from behind
the road when the team came we aren't," Williamson said. ''The has.
· away with two wins.
guards have been shooting well,
The Huskies hold an
"Against South Dakota we · but all the little things have to mark when leading _at half-time,
have been playing well," Ulferts come together."
but 2-9 when trailing at the half. I
said. 'That was our best series
Everything is going to matter
"You never want to dig _·
and we came out with tWo wins." this weekend as the Huskies yourself into a hole, and ':e' ll get )
First-year post Christine travel to
Mankato
State in~o th g~e in ab?ut" 10
Williamson said· the USO and University (6-9 NCC, 15-9 mmutes, Wilhamson said: We i
Morningside series meant a lot overall) .!nd when they come have to come out strong and get I
for the team along with getting home to host Augustana College ahead right a~ay." .
.
(7-7 NCC, 14-9 overall) and
two road wins.
Ulferts said s:onng will also ·
"We played well as a team, South Dakota State University be a key_ aspect m the Mankato
and it showed because we came (8-6 NCC, 14-9 overall) next State _senes, as was the ca:-e the
up with the biggest sweep of the weekend.
last ume the teams ,met m St.
year," Williamson said. "I think if
"We're going to have to play Cloud. SCSU won at Halenbeck
we play like that and stay solid defense and get ahead
together, we can continue that early," Ulferts 5aid. "We don't · Ha~~~t~·it will definitely affect
" Ulf rts
"d "B th I
play over our next three games."
stay overnight, so we won't have
0
~s, he
s!1 ·
fatm}
Williamson said the biggest a shoot around, and we'll be bring ~~:t!/ potentla1to score a o o i
improvement this year has been three freshmen into the MSU

North Central Conference Championship
Meet held in Grand Forks, N.D.
'
"Six of the seven divers have qualified for
the NCC Championship Meet next month,"
Heydt said. "Our goaJ is for nationals and
we've been gearing up the whole season for
it. We're expecting more in the next couple
of weeks from our team."
Heydt said her teams are going
to have to remain consistent in their
performances until the end of the
season.
·
"Our teams have been very consistent,
and they've had strong perfonnances all
season," Hedyt said. ''The diving team will
be our leader in the °up:(:oming meets."
Hedyt said for the men's team her key
players are going to be juniors Dan Tereba
and Chad Maki and sophomores Michael
Wencl and Russell Tapper.

11-2 1

7,

I

I

. Key swi~mers and divers for the wome~
will be semors Rebecca Hamren, Becki
WattierandJaimeJackson,alongwithjunior
Camille Johnson.
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•,2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud•
•(320) 252-2600•

Fall Semester Rentals
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartment5
quiet, convenient locMtfon5

QMsic

&

PARK

SOO. RMR RoGE.

SouTH

virtualclassrofi·ji
There's
about
ll:no
- doulit
information

ArARTl"ENTS

technology is the job market

Aca:ss

• OFF STREET fARKff,,G

• CoNT7WLLf.D

• DISHWASHER

• MaoWAVf

• TUQ(LJ/IDER fMKING

•

• lAU/IDRY

• AIR Cof\DmoNNG

• MINI 81..ff\DS

• HEATIWATm PAJD

• U\BLE AVAILABLE
2 BEDROOM NTS.

•

'"°

LOQ(El)

8oRMS.

ON Srrr LJ.RETl,J(ffl

Sourn

•
AVAJUBLE AT PARK
1
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

----

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC.
259-4259

1hink about it..

Next year you can live in an apartment building with a
~ f o r your use at no charge to yotL We have
Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connection to the library and much rnore.

rtl. ~ I

of the future. We can train
. you 1n Java Programming,
Novell Netware, Web Authoring
and many other I.T. courses
quickly, conveniently and
inexpensively. Learn in our
virtual classroom, where we
offer computer-based training
on CD-ROM and communication
over the Net. And you're on
your way to not just a real
job, but a really good job.
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cy~!retua ia r.ow ir. nnior.
Only at Bridgeview South and Bridgeview West.
We haye apartments available ·ror men
and women DQW. for fal! •;emester.

For more information call Dennis at

Pillar Property Management.

Call Toda-y
259-4259.
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Tough test?
Call son1eone for syn1pathy.
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1-800-COLLECT
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The current
display utilizes
video and
computers to
explore art
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

Strange sounds and images
have been coming from the
Kiehle Gallery lately.
Students need not worry,

though - ifs just the latest
exhibit

The name of the current
showing is "Technology and
Multimedia." It blends and

explores the use of video footage
and computers with art.
''There's been a lot of
multimedia work done in the
department lately," said Virginia
Bradley, the director of the
gallery. "It just seemed
appropriate to feature it in an
exhibit"
Four artists - Lynn Lukkas,
Bill Gorcica, Andrea Shaker and
Anne George - participated in

the exhibit, each bringing his or
her own views into their work. In
the exhibit they combined their
separate works.
Lynn Lukkas used this
opportunity to bring awareness to
the act of piercing. The people
featured are shown Pulling long
pieces of string through various
pierced body parts.
"Jt's ttnique because if
focuses on the act. rather than the
consequences of. piercing,''
Bradley said.
In the background · of
Lukkas's· work are low,
reyerberating sounds that also
catch the visitor off-guard.
The piece is called "Sutured."
Bill Gorcica, a professor in
the art department, used a
transition period between living
in New Jersey to moving to
Minnesota as a focus of his work.
"It deals a lot with his getting
used to being a Minnesotan,"
Bradley explained.
Gorcica said his work, "Ski,
Trout, Canoe, Moth,'' is

Scott Andtrson!STAFF PHaroGRAPHER.

"Technology and Multimedia" features images projected onto the gallery wall. This exhibtt is showing ~
4 p.m. on weekdays until March 13 in Kiehle Visual Art Center's Gallery.
representative of three seasons:
"Affects of Intolerance" is the
winter, spring and summer.
name of Andrea Shaker·s exhibit.
He captured his perspl!Ctive as
It captures images of Shaker
a cross-country skier and a being slapped.
canoer in the Boundary Waters.
"It's an interesting contrast
The artist also used trapped from Bill Gorcica's work," said
Bradley. ''There is the chaotic
trout in the video footage.
"I was interested in using part of the fish against Shaker's
natural environments that people figure being slapped around."
groom," Gorcica said.
Anne George used the
He calls it processed nature computer as her medium for
that has been reprocessed on . ''Langue."
computer.
Pictures of body parts, such as
Gorcica has another piece in knees, necks and eyes are shown
the exhibit.
as words "transient," "detainee"
It is a canoe he made out of a and "traveler" for example flash
print of himself canoeing.
by on .~e ~reen.

Bradley said she hopes the
use of different mediums appeals
to audiences because of the
statement such uses mike.
"So much of our lives are
spent looking at video and TV,''
she said. "We're bombarded by
images."
What "Technology and
Multimedia" _does that is unique,
according to Bradley, is to pose
questions -instead of answering
them.
It also shows the relationship
between humans and technology.
'The exhibit uses technology
as a reference to our society,''

-8 a.m. and

Bradley said '"There is also a
reference to the human beings
behind the camera and behind the
art."
Gorcica has a simpler reaion
for people to view the exhibit
"It's moving paintings,'' he
said. ''They're not static. They're
dynamic."
The exhibit "Technology and
Multimedia" will be on display
between 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays through March 13 in
the Kiehle Visual Art Center and
Gallery. For more information,
call Virginia Bradley at the
Kiehle Gallery, 2554717.

So much of our lives are spent lnoking at video and rv. We're bombarded by images.
Virginia Bradley
DIRECTOR OF KIEHLE GALLERY
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First woman editor defies obstacles of her time
Lommel, archivist at the Steams County
Heritage Center Museum.
From support of the community of St.
With Women's History Month right Cloud, Swisshelm began ·circulating the··
around the comer, accomplishments by Jane newspaper, which chronicled local . and
Grey Swisshelm represent
women's national events and contained "sharp-edged"
revolution dating back to the 1800s.
opinions.
As nationally knowt'l names are
As a result of Swisshelm's willingness to
recognized during Women's History Month, speak her mind in the Visitors pages about
St. Cloud can also hold Swisshelm in its local · the presidential candidate Buchanan, slavery
records as a historical and revolutionary and Native Americans, she drew the attention
figure.
of many readers and political figures.
Swisshelm, the first editor of the weekly
"She had a soft spot in her heart for
newspaper, The St. Cloud Visitor, in 1857, blacks," Lommel said. "But so did many
came from Pittsburgh to flee a disastrous other white folks out on the prairie."
marriage and start a new life.
1ne man that would become her greatest
An advocate for women's r;ights, adversary in St. Cloud was upset by
Swissh'elni' has been described as an abolitioni,st words Swisshelm printed. He was
abolitionist, feminist and reconstructionist.. S)'lvanus B. Lowry, the Democratic political
with many of her lifetime achievements "dictator" of Central Minnesota.
occurring in SL Cloud.
·
Lowry quickly came to the defense of
While pursuing what had traditionaJly Swisshelm's words and by night, the printing
been a man's career, Swisshelm encountered establishment of the Visitor had been broken
many obstacles before plowing her path to into by three men, who smashed the printing
success.
press, scattered the type and threw some of it
"In her day, a woman being the editor of a into the Mississippi River.
newspaper was unheard of," said Bob
The remains of the press may still be al the

by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER
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bottom of the Mi$sissippi·· River under the
University Bridge, while a hisiorical plaque
in front · of Shoemaker Hall honors
Swisshelm.
'
Swisshelm persevered.
Soon after the break-in, she suspended the
Visitor, as Lowry attempted to sue her for
libel. She then opened the St. Cloud
Democrat as the sole owner and began
publishing again.
Recognized nationwide in newspapers,
Swisshelm frequently received letters from
Susan B. Anthony about her well-being.
Swisshelm continued to print and years later
sold the Democrat to her nephew and began
pacbng houses nationwide lecturing about
slavery and women's rights.
As well as a writer and speaker, she was
an artist, painting a self-portrait.
Many essays and reviews have been
written about Swisshelm and her path to
tackle so many issues, she was referred to as
a role model for change. The issues she spoke
and wrote against are still alive today,
however.
"There are probably less obvious
obstacles today," said Jody .Irwin, graduate

assistant at the Women's Center. "But a lot of
the strength of women today came from other
women paving the way by doing jobs that
have been typically male-dominited."
Be.fore her death, she wrote an
autobiography "Half a Century" which
included many of her views and life
experiences.
"She was an enigmatic woman and her
greatest contribution was being herself,"
Lommel said. "She w..as a powerful speaker
and an artist."
In "Women of Minnesota," Abigail
McCat:thy said it was strange that Jane Grey
Swisshelm is not a household name in
Minnesota or the nation in this new decade of
feminism.
Her achievements, as .well as ideas and
goals she was Working t9ward are still in
progress in this country today, as well as on
campus.
"You still have to be willing to stick your
neck out if you are taking a stand," said Pat
Samuel, director of Women's Studies at
SCSU. "One of the wonderful things about
her was that she was willing to stand up for
her beliefs - despite the cost."

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, '98
Pick out your own large private room in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.
• Keyed bedroom locks
• Available storage space
• On-site coin laundry
• Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee

10 and 12 month leases are available.

• Hot lamps

Dare to Compare!

• Huge beds
• Clean, fun & friendly

Meyer Properties
Tim and Kelly

654-8998

Are you looking for an
opportunity lo gel more
iovolrnd1ri!hrampus
aclivi!ie~huildaportfelio
and gel paid'/ Look no more,
11Tilliforlhe//oi1~rsit1
lllronilie. Sta[[ writers are
alwaysnootled.
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Timber Lodge Steakhouse serves strong meal
by Carlene Dean
Fooo CRITIC
Walking into the Timber Lodge
Steakhouse, one of the newest dining places
in the area, a person feels as
though he or she is walking into a
hunting lodge similar to those
found in the farther north regions.
The restaurant, at Second
Street South and Hwy.,15, is a
log-cabin style. The interior walls
have animal horns and other
hunting-trophy-type decor on
them. There's eyen a "fireplace"
(However, I'm not sure if it's
functional). The eveJting we were
there, the lighting was dim, making it feel

several steak entrees, a couple of chicken
such as the Paul Bunyan onioh ($4.95t
dishes and a few seafood dishes. Prime rib is Timbef Shrimp ($6.9~) or a Mosquito Bite
available, we were told, every night.
platter ($6.95). The biggest prime rib dinner,
We had an appetizer plate with deep-fried the Livnberjack at 22 ounces, is $18.95.
mozzarella ("Superior sticks"), potato skins . There's a dish named Mississippi Shrimp for
with melted cheese and bacon bits $11.95 and the Blue Ox, a 20-oz.
("canoes") and chicken wings
porterhouse steak, for $18.95.
which were available in mild,
For dessert, the Timber Lodge has
medium or "uff da." I chose
cheesecake ($3.25J and Granny Orchard
medium, but they had such a
apple pie ($4), which is topped with Haagen
spicy bite on the tongue I -..vas ·
Daz ice cream.
glad I didn't ask for the "uff da"
Our bill for the appetizers, two drinks,
wings. .
and three dinners was slightly more than
For dinner, I ordered a dish
$50.
called Prairie Chicken ($8 .95),
That's close to what we normally end up
which was a charbroiled chicken
spending at Red Lobster for two adults.
breast covered with bacon strips,
barbecue sauce and'cheese. I had hash ·
browns on the side and everything was very
good.
·.
My significant other had the special of
the evening, a tasty 16-oz. sirloin steak. He
also got this creamy Italian tomato soup
with his meal, which was awesome. For my
little boy we ordered children's chicken
I absolutely love the design of the Timber
fingers and french fries, but he fell asleep
Lodge. It took me back to my young!;!(" days
before the food arrived, so we took them
and family camping trips in the mountains,
home. I ate the chicken fingers the next day,
when we lived in Idaho.
and they were excellent.
The interior decor is really neat, too.
One thing that struck us was the size of the
booths- they are huge! The backs of the
seats in the booths were flannel-like material
and the rest was wood like the walls.
Soft, unobtrusive music plays in the
background. Also, this restaurant was very
clean, as were the bathrooms.
There were no complaints here.
Yes, the prices at the Timber Lodge may
seem a bit on the high side.
However, when one compares them to
similar fine dining establishments of the
steakhouse variety, the prices are
comparable.
One might start a meal with an appetizer

Upon entering the Timber Lodge, one is
greeted by a friendly hostess and escorted to
a table. Our waitress was with us almost
immediately after we were seated.
We needed a little time to choose what to
eat, and our server patiently waited for us to
make up our minds (it wasn't easy to
decide). Everything sounded so-0-0-0
good.
..
During the entire meal, the waitress was
very attentive.
'
She even brought us a small package of
crayons so my son could color. We always
appreciate that little extra touch. It gives
him ·somethi ng to do while waiting for our
food.

Atmosphere (5)

very cozy and welcoming.

When I first mentioned to my significant
other my wish to dine there, he replied, "I
heard it's really expensive."
·
I told him, "I want to review the place, so
let's go there at least once." Based on that

one experience, I believe we will have to try
it again.

Food (5)

Price (3)

Their menu is a literary work of art of the
culinary variety. I had to laugh at the names
of some of the olferings and tbeir
descriptions. The prime rib, for example,
comes in four sizes: Lena, Ole, Sven and
Lumberjack - these range from IO to 22
ounces.
There's one steak dinner named The
Viking, a 12-oz sirloin ($12.95), with a
rather humorous description.There are

Service (5)

™fu

Overall (4.5)

~~
On many occasions, I've driven by the
Timber Lodge and the parking lot has been
packed fu ll. As I' ve ii.ow had the pleasure of
visiting the. steakhouse, I know now why it
seems to be always busy.
Like l mentioned at the beginning, we
were quite satisfied with almost everything
about the Timber Lodge Steakhouse.
One possible complaint was the access to
the place; as far as we could tell, there's only
one way to get into the parking lot and if
one hasn't .been there before, one has to
really watch for it.
Otherwise, I know we'll be back, if I
have my way,.
We probably won't be going there very
often, but the food, ambiance and staff
would make it worth a trip back to 'The
Lodge In The Middle Of The City."
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your resume, improve your
design skills and get paid?
University Ch'ronicle is
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdmt eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units ~cross from campus.
Clean quality Irving. DW, NC, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
203-7789.

1.& 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
6~:k~~.12-month lease only.

STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. 2
showers, OW, mici'o., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.

. )·BDRM.

~um~l~~ll.tll ~;~:~~f.k Hall.

2-BDRM. $425/MO_
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.

~8:"~.

FORESTYIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
res.erved p_arking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
~-'~_water pd. Northern Mgmt.

OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdnn. split units with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
9418.
·
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrin. apts in 8-plex.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. _Northem Mgmt. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's and
O.T. 10- or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
.
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
4-BDRM.APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283, Courrier Prop.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Call Dan at 251-1925.
1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251·9418.

•Prices, Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone i_tnless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
·
Classified ads can be purchased in

Room 13 Stewart Hall.

Forms are inside the

:C~i -. door.
Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 255·

SPRING QUARTER
1, 2 and 3-bdrm. apts. Also
SGL/DBL rooms. Great locations.
Dan 251-1925.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-tenn leases. Telephcine
252-6153, leave a message.

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrrn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
~_ic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.

~ 8

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.
·

2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
.remodeled, large bann. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdnn. apts., newer
· carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.

• ~dline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday Jor Monday's
edition.

UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH

~~~it~~JP~~~n~~~:~~~-,
Mgm_t., 2Sl-6005.

UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdrm. apts., heat pd.,
DW, garages, carports. Five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

Policies:

3943 or 255-2164,

during business hours and ask for classifieds.

HOUSES
14
campus
locations.
3,4,6,7,8,9,11, 13-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Free parking.
Quality living. Dan 251-1925.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newty remodeled, $275
- $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195/10- mo. lease, $175/12 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.

7 RESPONSIBLE RENTERS!

share 7-bdnn., 3 bath. Off-street
parking, 1-612-929-1673.

EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.
AFFORDABLE SINGLE ROOM
$185/mo. Convenient location near
SCSU. Call Paul at 252-2431.
SPRING QUARTER ONLY
1 blk. from campus. Free
parking/water. Rent was $235/mo.,
now $210/mo. Nice apt. located on
5th Ave. 253-1457, Matt.
FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdrm. near downtown'SCSU
avail. summer & fall, 251-4605.
WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2-baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. E.P.M.
251-6005.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
secunty. Heat pd. 253-1154.

AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close· to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405: 1-bdnn. widen or 2bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrrn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
3-BDRM. APT.
avail. spring quarter. Call Rich, 6548099.
--~~----RAVINEAPTS.
fall ol 1998. 253-7116.

3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. tease,
1 blk. to campus. Call Greg, 2673291, 251-4160 N/A255-1274.
NOW LEASING '98 - '99 .
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo. - 12-mo.
lease, $240/mo. - 10-mo. lease. Call
Glen at 251-CXJ29, if no answer
leave message.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
4-~nn. apts. Avail. now. DW, AJC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo., plus
parl<ing. Call SM & M, 253-1100.
HALENBECK APTS.
2 tum bathrooms in each apt. 4bdrm. units. Storage rms. avail. 2599434.
1,2,3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
great locations. Also 6,7,8,9, 11, and
13-bdrm. houses. 27 campus
locations left. Dan, 251-1925.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
STATESIDE APTS.
4-bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
carpet and paint, OW, heat pd.,
parl<ing, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.

METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., NC, security
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
avail. starting summer Or fall. 5 tenants/ 4~bdrms. Close to campus.
Free parking. Mac/ printer? internet
avail. 50% util. Females preferred.
Call Robin for info. 202-1513.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the older student Util. included. 706
- 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
attractive 2-bdnn. apts. heat pd.,
OW, micro., NC, intercom entry,
part;ng. E.P.M. 251-6005.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.

1 ROOM IN 3-BDRM. HOUSE
with 2 mature students. March 1st.
heat pd. 202-9598.
"THE CASTLE"
1, 2, 3-bdrrn. apts. Quality li~ng.
Dan, 251-1925.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
school year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.con:i.
Campus
Management.
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt. houses, and apt.
building. 27 Campus locations left.
Dan, 251-1925.
M & MSUITES
1-room efficiency avail. March.
Utilities includl3d. 259-9434.
1 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
on 5th Ave., avail. starting June.
259-9434.
710APTS.
3-bdrrn. apts. 3 blks. W. ol NHC.
Electric heat. Dan 251-1925.

BEST SUBLEASER ON 5TH AVE.
for male. Now $179. Private room, 2
bath apt. 259-9434.
AMENITIES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,
OW, AJC. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BENTONWOOD
S.E. location. June!. 10 and 23. 2bdrm. apts. 10- or 12-mo. leases, on
bus fine. Dan, 251-1925.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY
remodeled 6-bdrm. house across
from education building. Nice
roomate, free parking. $200/mo.
plus ulil. Call Laura or Jenny 240J;961.
•
1-BDRM. FURN;
2 blks. from campus. Avail. 4/1 2408443.
2 AND 3 BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.
2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. Includes
heat, OW, micro., A/C, blinds. 575 ~ h St. S. 252-9226.
AVAILABLE 3/1
efficiency with private bath. On
5th Ave. 253-1154.
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251-9418.
2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several locations. Call 259-9283,
Courrier Prop.

2-BDRM.
11s~~1_i:rx by Halenbeck

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

2 OR 3-BDRM. APTS.
in a house. Sept or June ·,98.
Private kitchen and bathroom. Nonsmoking, no pets. 253-5340.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrrn. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.

~~~-

g~

1-BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a house. March '98. Non~ ~ng, no pets. Parking. 2530

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
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MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellne lV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
24D-6988.

RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TYPING
fast, accurate and professional.
240-2355.

UNIVERSITY Chronicle
The anonymous coward
is on his way to hell, where he shall
bum'brightly for a very long time.
-TR

TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
God loves the People _of
SEIZED CARS
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1 from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, this world so very much that he gave
block from campus. 253-1154, Chevys, BMWs, · Corvettes. Also me, his only son, so that all those for
Select Properties.
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area. Toll free 1- whom I am hope shall have eternal
800-218-9000 Ext. · A-3883 for life and shall never die.
WEST CAMPUS fl
-Jesus of Nazareth
current listings.
2, 4-bdnm. apts. with 2 large baths,
OW, A/C. Close to campus. Heat
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
Employment
tAST CALL FOR SPRING
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
PART-TIME SALES PERSON
BREAK
call today (251-1814) or see us on
retail sales exp. preferred. 5th Ave.
MAZATLAN '98
the
web,
scsuhouiing.com.
Sleep Center 119 5th Ave. S. St.
Saturday Dep. - Round Trip Airfar~
Cam'pus Management. ~
Cloud, MN 56301.
7 nights hotel
15 FREE MEALS & FREE
M & M APTS.
.
DRINKS
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
now renting for 1998 • 99 school yr.
TIME?
trom $429
4-bdnm. apts., all freshly upda1ed.
More trips available due to the
·earn $500 to $1000 from home this
259-9434.
massive response we've received
month wor1<ing 1 hr. /day. Call 259from Minnesota students!
0248.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
Hurry before these are gone too!!
close to SCSU and downtown,
www.collegetours.com
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
1-800-395-4896.
no experience necessary. Part-lime,
Riverside Property 251-8284, 251·
6:45 - 8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m: - 4:15
9418.
p.m. Paid training. $8.50 - $10.501!1r.
Call Spanier Bus service 251-3313
fVYAPTS.
for more information.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
and basic cable included. Heat pd. repo's, your area. Toi! free 1-800$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
259-9673, Courrier Prop.
218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for .current part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800listings.
218-9000 Ext. T· 3883 for listings.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
NANNIES!
bdnm. apts. TV, telephone in each for help and hope call St. Cloud live-in J)Ositions with Prescreened
bdnm. Security, OW, micro., heat. Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr. Nationwide Professional Families.
240-0679, 250-0679.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Top salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. can
APTS., ROOMS AND
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
SPRING BREAK WITH
EFACIENCtES
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
many styles and locations. One call from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, tree
LIKE TO DRIVE?
rents rt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
· social-hour parties/$69 party like to get paid to drive? Give us a
package, discounts. 1-800-366- call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
; 4-BDRM. APTS.
min. DOT, COLs preferred, 2534786. http://www.mazexp.com
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
2226.
garages, 2 full baths, free par1<ing.
FREE CASH GRANT!
And much more. 253-1154, Select
DO YOU ENJOY DRIVING?
College. Scholarships. Business.
Properties.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free are you effective at communicating
with young people? Would you like
1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.
1- BDRM. APT.
to earn above-average wages for
subleaser needed $370/month, 9·part-time work? District 742
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251- Community Schools is accepting
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat, 7270. 9 V.lson S.E. Special on applications for school bus
water, garbage, parking included. Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard operators. Morning and afternoon
Call 654-1854.
Headquarters and all at.her route pos~ions available 7 - 9 a.m.
students, $5. All other weekdays, and 2 - 4 p.m., with a variety of field
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS $6.
trip work possible. We provide
shuttle service between our location
to choose from w~h 30+ years al
and SCSU with a starting wage of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
$8. 79/hr. plus benefits. If you
Management.
Notices
answered yes to the above
questions and have a good driving
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdnm. Large rooms, decks . Easy ATTENTION NON-TRADmONAL record, we want to hear from you.
STUDENTS:
App~ at District 742 Schoo~. 628
access to SCSU. Air conc:rnioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300. interested in being part of a CLUB 'Roosevelt Rd., St. Cloud, MN
Specifically for non-traditional 56301, or call us at 320-253-9370.
students and recognized by SCSU?
MICHIGAN PLACE
Call the Non-Traditional Student
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
Coordinator
at 255-3171.
JOBS
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
excellent earnings & benefits
location. On bus line. Heat pd.
potential in seasonaV year-round
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
positions. World Travel (Hawaii,
Personals
Alaska, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.).
WINDSOR WEST
JESUS
ANO
SATAN
ARE
Ask us how! 517-324-3091 ext.
4,.bdrm. un~s and bi-levels. Two full
PRETEND
C58811.
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
:~~ur~ib~f;I o!~suihil~:~n i~~~it~~ MINNESOTA CHILDREN'S CAMP
believing the "righr way. The very located among tall pines and clear
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from foundation of Christianity is infinite lakes, seeks counselors and
new library site on 4th Ave. OW, terrorism and infinite persecution on instructors for summer '98.
m~ros., security, heat pd. 253-1154. the basis of belief and on the basis Openings for .munseling director,
of religion. The infinite torture of . program director, horseback riding,
even one person is an infinite crime sailing, water skiing, art and tennis.
against humanity. The infinite torture For an application call 1-800-451Attention
of people is an infinitely bad moral 5270 or e-mail cbgwc@uslink.net.
example. Those who accept infinite
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
ALASKA SUMMER
torture as perfectly right do not know
SWIMSUIT?
EMPLOYMENT
the difference between right and
1
lose weight for summer. Call 259· wrong, and do not value human life. fishing industry. Excellent earnings
0248 (samples / discounts).
If infinite torture is perfectly right, & benefits potential. All major
then there is nothing left to be employers. Ask us how! 517-324·
wrong, and all is permitted. Dare to 3115 ext. A56811.
question religion. Atheism is true.
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$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
infonmation. c,all 41D-7.83-8275 . .
', HELP WANTED
men/ women earn $375 weekly
processing/ assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will1rain. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.
OFFICE ASSISTANT/
RECEPTIONIST
part time with growing company in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible with
class schedule. Ideal candidate will
be a business or accounting major.
Could lead to post grad. position in
related field. Call Tina or Becky at
612-SS0-9152.
COLLEGE STUDENT
to do occasional overnight child and
house sitting for 2 well-behaved
boys (6 and 8 yrs. old). Please call
Kristine or Steve at 252-3134 in S.
St. Cloud. (Please provide
references).
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll tree, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932· ,
0528 X 65: _Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! "Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. lnstruCtors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
516-433-8033.

EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise . all the money your student

I
Pu:~a7i:~so~~
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for infom1ation today. Call
1-800-323-8454 x95.

~~~~i~/ ~~

HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney Island Broo~yn. N.Y.
11230

NEED A SUBLEASER?!!
WHY NOT ADVERTISE FOR ONE
IN THE CHRONICLE!!
CALL 255-4086 TODAY

~

You deserve a break,
You deserve all A's and
Your deserve the most for
all your books.
The last one's easy ...

Student Book Exchange. the first
week of classr in the Atwood Ballroom

fa
~

March 9: JO a.m. - SJ,.m.
Bring books to sell

March 10: 10 a.m. - S p.m.
Bring books to sell & buy books
March 11: 10 am, - S p.m.
Buy books

March 12: 10 am, - S p.m
Get Your money back

March 13: to a.m. - S p.m.
Get your money back
For more information call 6S4-SS44
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BOOKS
BRING THEM TO
SCIO BOOKSTORE .
ON CAMPUS
Extended Hours:
Wed.-Thur.

FebruarylB-19

7:45 am -8:00 pm

Fri.

February 20

7:45 am - 4:30 pm

Mon.-Thur.

February 28-28

7:45

am - 8:00 pm

INSTANT CREDIT

~

~
No CREDIT,

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
lJtJ
1 Year!
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit •lCi"••·"•
badi1"'~
credit
•.. "'"no
income?
-~•·-:-.,-,..,..., ,.,."4'...
·.,.,,.,.
dicll!I~ .,; teiRiw&
- Yo"u Can Qualify To Receive

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Todayl

r.-----------------------------------------~
I
ORDER FORM

YES!

I want lcJ•t·hM~iM=l•l•1:./U;M'M!('.redit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name ...................................................................·----·-------········••·••··············································
Address .................................- - ~ - - - - - - - ~ ..............................................................................................

_ _ _ .. state _ _ _ _ .. zip ....................................... ..

City .......................- - -

Signature ..................

--.,..---,=------------=---c

·

Turned Down?

